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Bibliography of Recently Published Japanese Law Books
Prepared and Annotated by Masao Fukushima, Librarian
Attorney-General's Office Library
Branch of the National Diet Library
Tokyo
(Continued from May issue)
Kaneko, Hajime (Professor, Tokyo University) Ky6sei shikko h6 (Exe-
cution law) Tokyo K6bundo, 1949. Pp. 296. 300 yen.
IEN-L, WaU-L
Kawashima, Takeyoshi (Professor, Tokyo University) Shoyuken ho no
riron (Theory of the law of ownership). Tokyo Iwanami Shoten, 1949
Pp. 354. 330 yen.
The author, a professor of the civil law, objectively analyzes the relation-
ship of modern ownership, to nonmodern (feudal) social relations, spe-
cifically in the rural communities.
CtY-L, IEN-L, WaU-L
Minpo kaishaku gaku no shomondai (Problems of the civil
law dogmatics). Tokyo K6bundo, 1949 Pp. 276. 300 yen.
The author believes that Japanese lawyers, long under the influence of
German scholars, must develop a scientific practical jurisprudence and
establish the basis for just and reasonable legislation and interpretation.
The book contains four treatises dealing with concrete problems.
IEN-L, WaU-L
Nihonshakai no kazokuteki k6sei (Family construction of the
Japanese society) Tokyo Gakusei Shob6, 1948. Pp. 297 94 yen.
The base of Japanese society is the family system, here lies the archaic,
feudal, precapitalistic character peculiar to Japan. The author analyzes
the problem, showing how tenaciously the system exists in the old Japa-
nese mores.
WaU-L
Kimura, Kameji (Professor, Tohoku University, Assistant Professor,
Tokyo University). Keiho no kihon gainen (Fundamental conceptions of
criminal law) Tokyo K6bundo, 1948. Pp. 355. 330 yen.
The author is Japan's most earnest advocate of educational punishment.
He treats the reforms in the Japanese criminal law under the new con-
stitution, emphasizes the principle of educational punishment by criti-
cizing that of retaliation.
IEN-L, MnU-L, WaU-L
WASHINGTON LAW REVIEW
Kubo, Iwataro (Professor, Tokyo Commercial University) Kokusai shih5
gairon (Outline of international private law) rev ed. Tokyo Ganshodo,
1949 360 yen.
One of the very few Japanese books on the subject. Supplement contains
a bibliography of Japanese works on conflicts.
IEN-L, WaU-L
Makino, Eiichi (Honorary-professor, Tokyo University) Keiho soron
(General provisions of criminal law) Ist ed. Tokyo Yuhikaku, 1948. Pp.
538. 355 yen.
The author is Japan's foremost authority on criminal law His earlier
Crzmznal law of Japan was written for scholars, in this book he has
revised his style so that the principles of criminal law can be understood
by beginning students. These lectures, citing cases, make the most author-
itative text on criminal law published since the new constitution.
CSt-H, MiU-L, WaU-L
Masaki, Akira (Attorney, ex-lecturer of Tokyo University) Keiji seisaku
hanron (General theory of criminal- policy) rev ed. Tokyo Yflhikaku,
1948. Pp. 463. 470 yen.
WaU-L
Minobe, Tatsukichi (Late Dean of the Law faculty of Tokyo University).
Nihonkoku kenp6 genron (Principles of the constitution of Japan) Tokyo
Yfihikaku, 1948. Pp. 508. 270 yen.
Dr. Minobe is Japan's most respected constitutional lawyer. A liberal, he
was persecuted by the reactionaries in the Japanese fascist regime, par-
ticularly for his "emperor-organ" theory This is a systematic text and
enjoys high esteem.
MiU-L, WaU-L
Gy6seih6 joron (Outline of the administrative law) Tokyo
Yfihikaku, 1948. Pp. 144. 120 yen.
IEN-L, WaU-L
Nozu, Tsutomu (ex-professor, Kyushu University) Kaisha h6 gairon
(Outline of company law) Tokyo Asakura Shoten, 1948. Pp. 321. 230
yen.
IEN-L, WaU-L
Odaka, Tomoo (Professor, Tokyo University) H6tetsugaku-gairon (Out-
lines of legal philosophy) Tokyo Nihon Horonsha, 1949 Pp. 435.
400 yen.
The author, professor of legal philosophy, introduced Hans Kelsen's
Pure Jurtsprudence to Japan. While in Europe, he wrote Grudlegung
der Lehre von sostalen Verband, in 1932. The above title is a revised
edition of his 1935 treatise.
IEN-L, WaU-L
